NOTES:
1. LEADER & TRAILER TAPE
2. PEELING OFF FORCE OF THE TOP TAPE: 20-100gf
3. TAPE & REEL SPECIFICATION IS AS PER EIA-481
4. TAPE & REEL QTY: 1200PCS / REEL
5. DRAFT ANGLE \( \theta \) UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
6. THE TAPE IS TREATED FOR ANTI-STATIC

SECTION Z-Z

SECTION Y-Y

PULL OUT DIRECTION

LEADER LENGTH SEAL TYPE REEL MATL REEL COLOUR
390MM COLD SEAL PAPER WHITE

390MM MIN.
TOP TAPE NON-BONDED TAPE
PULL OUT DIRECTION
COMPONENT
160 MN.
TOP TAPE (EMPTY)
230 MN.
LEADER PART (EMPTY)

15.69 \( \pm 0.00 \)